The **EGOS Pre-Colloquium PhD Workshop** provides an enjoyable opportunity for doctoral students to interact with and learn from fellow students and experienced scholars in our field. It also provides a springboard for successful academic careers by examining important issues such as publishing, reviewing, and how to do a “job talk”. Further, the workshop enables participants to approach their doctoral dissertations with renewed vigour by engaging in discussions on research design and methodologies with renowned colleagues and by reviewing their dissertation proposals with the help of others – fellow participants and more senior researchers who work in the respective area of scholarly inquiry. Finally, through the mix of European and international students and faculty members, participants gain exposure to similarities and differences across countries and continents in how academic processes work. This also enhances their understanding of different career opportunities and career paths.

**Conveners**

Neil Pollock, University of Edinburgh Business School, Scotland | neil.pollock@ed.ac.uk  
Elke Schüßler, Leuphana University Lüneburg, Germany | elke.schuessler@leuphana.de  
Elisabetta Marafioti, University of Milano-Bicocca, Italy | elisabetta.marafioti@unimib.it  
Alessandro Hinna, Tor Vergata University of Roma | alessandro.hinna@uniroma2.it

**Faculty**

1. Andrea Tomo, University of Napoli Federico II, Italy | andrea.tomo@unina.it  
2. Claudio Biscaro, Johannes Kepler University, Austria | claudio.biscaro@jku.at  
3. Daniel Hjorth, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark | dh.hjorth@CBS.dk  
4. Daniel Semper, University of St Andrews, Scotland | ds323@st-andrews.ac.uk  
5. Dennis Jancsary, WU Vienna, Austria | dennis.jancsary@wu.ac.at  
6. Dror Etzion, University of Vermont, US | dror.etzion@uvm.edu  
7. Ewald Kibler, Aalto University, Finland | ewald.kibler@aalto.fi  
8. Frank den Hond, Hanken School of Economics, Finland | frank.denhond@hanken.fi  
9. Gilda Antonelli, Università degli Studi D’Annunzio, Italy | gilda.antonelli@unich.it  
10. Henri Schilt, Aalto University, Finland | henri.schildt@aalto.fi  
11. Ingrid Erickson, Syracuse University, US | imericks@syr.edu  
12. John Amis, University of Edinburgh Business School, Scotland | john.amis@ed.ac.uk  
13. Laura Dobusch, WU Vienna, Austria | laura.dobusch@wu.ac.at  
14. Leonhard Dobusch, University of Innsbruck, Austria | leonhard.dobusch@uibk.ac.at  
15. Mirjam Werner, Rotterdam School of Management, Netherlands | werner@rsm.nl  
16. Piera Morlacchi, University of Edinburgh, Scotland | piera.morlacchi@ed.ac.uk  
17. Renate Ortlieb, University of Graz, Austria | renae.ortlieb@uni-graz.at  
18. Stefan Haefliger, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden | stefan.haefliger@hbs.se  
19. Stratos Ramoglou, Southampton Business School, England | s.ramoglou@soton.ac.uk  
20. Terry Torre, Università degli Studi di Genova, Italy | teresina.torre@economia.unige.it  
21. Tina Dacin, Smith School of Business, Queen’s University, Canada | tdacin@queensu.ca  
22. Tobias Polzer, WU Vienna, Austria | tobias.polzer@wu.ac.at  
23. Davide Ravasi, UCL School of Management, UK | dravasi@ucl.ac.uk  
24. Wolfgang Mayrhofer, WU Vienna, Austria | wolfgang.mayrhofer@wu.ac.at
**Program**

Please note the workshop will take place in **Building U6-Agorà**, found on Piazza dell’Ateneo Nuovo, 1 (https://www.egos.org/2024_Milan/Practical_Information/Colloquium-Venue). The workshop is organized in parallel tracks or collaboration with the Post-Doctoral and Early Career Scholars Workshop.

**Tuesday, July 2, 2024 (All times are Central European Summer Time)**

| 9.00-9.45 | Introductions (Building U6 - ground floor - room U6-P0-09)  
Neil Pollock, Elke Schüßler, Elisabetta Marafioti, Alessandro Hinna |
| 9.45-10.45 | Publishing in *Organization Studies* and *Organization Theory*  
Paolo Quattrone, Editor-in-Chief of *Organization Studies*  
Joep Cornelissen, Editor-in-Chief of *Organization Theory*  
Presentation + Q&A Session |
| 10.45-11.15 | Coffee break |
| 11.15-12.45 | **Round table session**: discussions of participants' dissertation proposals |
| 15.15-15.45 | Coffee break |
| 15.15-15.45 | **Keynote**: Leonhard Dobusch – Openness as a Research Practice  
Together with the Post-Doctoral and Early Career Scholars Workshop |

The workshop is organized in parallel tracks or collaboration with the Post-Doctoral and Early Career Scholars Workshop.
## Instructions for PhD students

**Please ...**

- Remember to register for the overall EGOS conference at [https://www.egos.org/2024_Milan/REGISTRATION-for-Colloquium](https://www.egos.org/2024_Milan/REGISTRATION-for-Colloquium)
- Upload your updated/modified dissertation proposal by June 15th on the EGOS web page [https://www.egos.org/2024_milan/general_theme](https://www.egos.org/2024_milan/general_theme). If you do not upload an updated version, we will consider your first submission to be the most recent. Note that you will not be able to see other students’ proposals via the EGOS website! This is only for the conveners.
- Your updated proposal should include a specification of your research question, theoretical approach, and methodological approach, as well as a discussion of the main questions you would like to foreground and get feedback on during the round table: What is the most compelling part of your thesis? Which questions/challenges are you struggling with most? You should look to keep your proposal to around the four pages requested in the original call.
- On the day itself, come prepared to outline these aspects in a short (5 min) verbal presentation (no PPTs needed) and then discuss them with others in your round table.
- Please also email your proposal to your round table facilitator/mentor and other round table participants **one week in advance**. We will send out the details of your mentor and fellow table participants shortly. Your mentor and fellow table participants will be in the same cognate area as you (or as close as we can get it).
- Read the proposals of the other participants in your round table session. They are available on the EGOS website to your fellow PhD students (**but not to your**)
mentors). Consider that all other participants in your round table session will have read your proposal.

- **Wear your PhD!** Participants should prepare a (A5 or A4) poster of their PhD research and wear it like a billboard (e.g. back and front), or, if that is not practical, scribble the idea of your PhD on an old t-shirt and wear that, or, if you prefer, just wear some post-it notes with your key PhD ideas. You decide what works best. One primary function of the PhD Colloquium is networking - and what better way to network and meet fellow researchers than to wear your research!

**Instructions for round table facilitators**

Please ... 
- register for the colloquium at [https://www.egos.org/2024_Milan/REGISTRATION-for-Colloquium](https://www.egos.org/2024_Milan/REGISTRATION-for-Colloquium)
- read the proposals of all participants in your round table session. We have asked participants to email them to you **one week in advance** of the colloquium – note that the table allocation is provisional and might still be subject to change until then
- communicate timely with the participants if you have instructions in addition to those above; students usually appreciate hearing from you before the workshop
- give high-quality, developmental feedback on the proposals
- moderate the session and make sure that you keep to time.
Round table 1 – room U6-P1-44 (Building U6 - first floor)
Facilitator
Andrea Tomo andrea.tomo@unina.it
PhD students
Alejandra Rojas rojas@btech.au.dk
Chiara Esposito chiara.esposito@polimi.it
Julia Borgers julia.borgers@ru.nl
Rayen Chang j.chang9@lancaster.ac.uk

Round table 2 - room U6-P0-12 (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Wolfgang Mayrhofer wolfgang.mayrhofer@wu.ac.at
PhD students
Simon Stoß simon.stoss@gmail.com
Irina Prosviriakova irinaproprosviriakova@gmail.com
Tone Elisabeth Berg tone.e.berg@nord.no
Viktoria Rubin viktoria.rubin@edu.su.se

Round table 3 – room U6-P0-16 (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Frank den Hond frank.denhond@hanken.fi
PhD students
Fenja Nolting f.nolting@phd.hertie-school.org
Maike Diepeveen maikedle@student.uef.fi
Rikke Rønholt Albertsen rra.msc@cbs.dk
Saeid Rahanjam saeid.rahanjam@bayes.city.ac.uk
Shubham Singh shubham.singh@essec.edu

Round table 4 – room U6-P0-17 (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Claudio Biscaro claudio.biscaro@jku.at
PhD students
Abhishek Gupte agg7631@stern.nyu.edu
Hanh T. D. Doan hanhthiduc.doan@aalto.fi
Johanna Fischer johanna.fischer@ufo.uni-hannover.de
Mark Dowsett mark.dowsett@bayes.city.ac.uk
Yanbo Song yanbo.song@insead.edu

Round table 5 – room U6-P0-18 (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Daniel Hjorth dh.bhl@cbs.dk
PhD students
Anne-Sophie Sabbatucci  ansabb@iu.edu
Elisa Montori  elisa.montori@unive.it
Shalini Gupta  shalinig17@iimcal.ac.in
Yalan Yang  yalanyang03@gmail.com
Felix Genth  felix.genth@hsu-hh.de

Round table 6 – room U6-P0-01c (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Daniel Semper  ds323@st-andrews.ac.uk
PhD students
João Miguel P G Milanez  joao-miguel.peixoto-guimaraes-milanez@hec.ca
Simon Billinger  simon.billinger@phdstudent.hhs.se
Svenja Rehwinkel  svenja.rehwinkel@leuphana.de
Aminat Muibi (remote)  remimuibi@yahoo.com

Round table 7 - room U6-P1-43 (Building U6 - first floor)
Facilitator
Dennis Jancsary  dennis.jancsary@wu.ac.at
PhD students
Anna Maria Rath  annamaria.rath@wu.ac.at
Caroline Makoni  caroline.makoni@liverpool.ac.uk
Harriet Finnegan  harriet.finnegan.2017@mumail.ie
Ian Rodgers  ian.rogers@sbs.ox.ac.uk

Round table 8 – room U6-P0-01d (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Dror Etzion  dror.etzion@uvm.edu
PhD students
Elisa Sauerbier  elisa.sauerbier@uni-mannheim.de
Cristina Mendes  cristina.mendes@gmx.com
Gian Maria Mallarino  gian.mallarino@phd.unibocconi.it
Gianluigi Narciso  g.narciso@surrey.ac.uk
Marc J. Mertens  marc.mertens@uni-mannheim.de

Round table 9 – room U6-P1-25 (Building U6 - first floor)
Facilitator
Ewald Kiebler  ewald.kibler@aalto.fi
PhD students
Dipsikha Guha Majumdar  dipsikha.guha-majumdar@bayes.city.ac.uk
Simon Schmidt  simon.schmidt@uni-goettingen.de
Sinead Johnson  s.m.johnson3@liverpool.ac.uk
Sneha Pujani (Sana)  spujani@uottawa.ca
**Round table 10 – room U6-P1-41 (Building U6 - first floor)**

**Facilitator**
Davide Ravasi  
d.ravasi@ucl.ac.uk

**PhD students**
Ari Stillman  
a.stillman@sms.ed.ac.uk
Carolin Müller  
carolin.mueller@wiso.uni-koeln.de
Chuying Ding  
fgws91@durham.ac.uk
Gina Lindstad  
gina.lindstad@ntnu.no
Sarah Bützler  
sarah.buetzler@uni-jena.de

**Round table 11 – room U6-P1-26 (Building U6 - first floor)**

**Facilitator**
Gilda Antonelli  
gilda.antonelli@unich.it

**PhD students**
Ann–Sophie Hahn  
annsophie.hahn@novasbe.pt
Brigitte Sitzberger  
brigitte.sitzberger@edu.escp.eu
Paul Richard  
paul.richard@dauphine.psl.eu
Attabik Awan  
a.awan@tue.nl
Sonja Koehne  
sonja.koehne@hiig.de

**Round table 12 – room U6-P1-29 (Building U6 - first floor)**

**Facilitator**
Henri Schildt  
henri.schildt@aalto.fi

**PhD students**
Constanze Kerres  
constanze.kerres@wu.ac.at
Lorenn Ruster  
lorenn.ruster@anu.edu.au
**Shivaang Sharma (remote?)**  
sharmashivaang@gmail.com
Yunjung Pak  
yunjung@ualberta.ca
Anna Baturevich  
anna.baturevich@phdstudent.hhs.se

**Round table 13 – room U6-P1-30 (Building U6 - first floor)**

**Facilitator**
Ingrid Erickson  
imericks@syr.edu

**PhD students**
Amonette Campbell  
a.campbell@tilburguniversity.edu
Claire Estagnasié  
estagnasié.claire@uqam.ca
Richard Amadi  
richard.amadi@ntu.ac.uk
**Yuchang Liang (remote)**  
yuchangliang@stu.pku.edu.cn
ixin Lu  
lixin.lu@phdstudent.hhs.se

**Round table 14 – room U6-P1-32 (Building U6 - first floor)**
Facilitator
John Amis  john.amis@ed.ac.uk

PhD students
Eduardo Notario  notariogarcia@rsm.nl
Habofanoe Jeremiah Polaki  h.polaki@ieseg.fr
John Devitt  j.devitt3@universityofgalway.ie
Vera Simoneit  vcs.ioa@cbs.dk
Shaima C  shaimac21@iimcal.ac.in

Round table 15 - room U6-P1-39 (Building U6 - first floor)
Facilitator
Laura Dobusch  laura.dobusch@wu.ac.at

PhD students
Hannah Isabelle Tornow  19139983@brookes.ac.uk
Federica Testa  federica.testa@uniroma2.it
Sarah Steiner  sarah.steiner@wu.ac.at
Shreya Roy Choudhury  shreyaroy.choudhury@manchester.ac.uk

Round table 16 - room U6-P0-09 (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitators
Leonhard Dobusch (afternoon) leonhard.dobusch@uibk.ac.at
Neil Pollock (morning)  neil.pollock@ed.ac.uk

PhD students
Laura Thäter  laura.thaeter@jku.at
Uffe Willemoes-Wissing  uww@witrics.dk
Wael (Lilo) Altali  wael.altali001@umb.edu
Elisabeth Bethge  elisabeth.bethge@uni-jena.de
Hiranya Bandara  hiranya336@gmail.com

Round table 17 - room U6-P1-40 (Building U6 - first floor)
Facilitator
Mirjam Werner  werner@rsm.nl

PhD students
Alejandro Fortuny-Sicart  alexfortu@protonmail.com
Alix Blanchard  alix.blanchard@sciencespo-lille.eu
Lucy Caines  lec50@jbs.cam.ac.uk
Xiangru Qin  xiangru.qin@anu.edu.au

Round table 18 – room U6-P0-11 (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Piera Morlacchi  piera.morlacchi@ed.ac.uk

PhD students
Ekky Tammarar Alfian  etaal@dtu.dk
Ilaria Durante  ilaria.durante@polimi.it
Lillan Lommel  lillan.lommel@leuphana.de
Valentin Rottensteiner  valentin.rottensteiner@mpifg.de
Isabelle Neufang  ifn.om@cbs.dk

**Round table 19 - room U6-P1-20 (Building U6 - first floor)**
**Facilitator**
Renate Ortlieb  renate.ortlieb@uni-graz.at

**PhD students**
Dorina Kurta  dorina.kurta111@gmail.com
Erika Blomstrand  ericablo@kth.se
Greta Temporin  greta.temporin@polito.it
Inka Luhrs  inka.luhrs@bayes.city.ac.uk
Ive David Klinksiek  ive.david@uclouvain.be

**Round table 20 – room U6-P1-21 (Building U6 - first floor)**
**Facilitator**
Stefan Haeflinger  stefan.haefliger@hhs.se

**PhD students**
Anastasiya Shylina  anastasiya.shylina@uni-passau.de
Jessica Fishburn  jessica.fishburn@lut.fi
Kyeyoung Shin  kyeyoung.shin.dphil@said.oxford.edu
Yuki (Yueqi) Yuan  x.yuan19@imperial.ac.uk
Sara Maric  sara.maric@jku.at

**Round table 21 – room U6-P1-27 (Building U6 - first floor)**
**Facilitator**
Alessandro Hinna  alessandro.hinna@uniroma2.it

**PhD students**
Jessica Sasso  sassolopes@em-lyon.com
Malek Elmi  elminmalek@gmail.com
Tatiana Egorova  tatiana.egorova@phdstudent.hhs.se
Wiebke Heinze  w.heinze@maastrichtuniversity.nl

**Round table 22 - room U6-P0-01a (Building U6 - ground floor)**
**Facilitator**
Aurelio Ravarini (morning)  aravarini@liuc.it
Roberto Chierici (afternoon)  roberto.chierici@unimib.it

**PhD students**
Laure Marty  laure.marty@edu.escp.eu
Debora Sara Anspach  debora-sara.anspach@hec.ca
Nicholas Marzohl          nicholas.marzohl@adelaide.edu.au
Pia Adibe              pia.adibe@lut.fi
Isabella Listl         isabella.listl@unibw.de

Round table 23 - room U6-P0-01b (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Tina Dacin          tdacin@queensu.ca
(Note: this session starts slightly later as Tina is working with the Post-docs till 12pm)
PhD students
Anna Kalinina       anna.kalinina@leuphana.de
Judith Wolf         judith.cornelia.wolf@uni-jena.de
Panayiota Georgiou  georgioup1@cardiff.ac.uk

Round table 24 - room U6-P0-01e (Building U6 - ground floor)
Facilitator
Tobias Polzer       tobias.polzer@wu.ac.at
PhD students
Juri Hoedemakers    hoedemakers@rsm.nl
Laura Porta         laura.porta@polimi.it
Karl Janelle        karl.janelle@hec.ca
Edoardo Croce       ecroce@liuc.it
Melina Schichta     melina.schichta@leuphana.de